
Webinar
Radiated Immunity test in reverberation chamber

Presenter: Maxime BLIN Support BAT-EMC
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Rules

• Presentation/questions

• Webcam & micro switched off

• Use Chat for questions during presentation

• My colleagues can answer or ask me to answer
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Webinar Agenda

➢40 Min Webinar presentation

➢15 Min for questions
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Overview

1. NEXIO presentation
2. Introduction on reverberation chamber
3. Standard introduction
4. Calibrations

1. Empty
2. Loaded
3. On EUT

5. Immunity Test 
1. Automatic
2. Manual
3. Export and Report
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Engineering

Subcontracting

Services

Design

Simulation

Simulation

Software

Tests & 
Measurement

Software and 
System

1. Since 2003: Electromagnetism is our thing

15 R&D Projects since 2008

Toulouse – Paris – Grenoble – Austin – Munich  

INTERFERENCES
EMC

Lightning
ESD

PROPAGATION
Antenna

Radio Frequency
Stealth (RCS)

Employees: 90 – Turnover: 7M€
250 Customers - 25 countries
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The reverberation chamber has been used in Electromagnetic 
Compatibility test for more than 20 years.

The reverb chamber is a an electrically large  highly conductive 
cavity with a mechanism for altering its modes.

When the chamber is excited with RF energy, the resulting
multi-mode electromagnetic environment can be “stirred” by 
the mechanical tuner/stirrer. The resulting field is statistically 
uniform, statistically isotropic (i.e., the energy having arrived 
from all aspect angles) and statistically randomly polarized (i.e., 
with all possible directions of polarization) when averaged over 
enough positions of the tuner/stirrer.

Warning a reverb chamber has a minimum frequency usage. 

2. Reverberation chamber
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2. Reverberation Advantages and disadvantages

Advantages Disadvantages

EUT in the uniform field zone:
- Immunity on EUT on all direction 
and on cables.
- Test closer to reality

No absorbent :
- Lower installation cost.
- Possibility to generate higher E field.

Very good ration Field /Power:
- Amplifiers less expensive or higher 
field than in anechoide chamber

EUT in the uniform field zone:
- Size of the chamber vs start frequency
- Bigger amplifier  with a bigger chamber

Calibration:
- Depending on standard, empty and 
loaded calibration could takes time.
- Calibration on EUT is highly 
recommended before starting the test
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3. Introduction to reverb standard

Commercial, Automotive Aeronautic Military

IEC 61000-4-21 
(2011)

ISO 11452-11 EUROCAE-ED14
RTCA-DO160

D, E, F

MIL STD

EUROCAE-ED14
RTCA-DO160

G
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3. Introduction on reverb standard

Commercial, automotive Aeronautic Military

Loaded calibration

Empty calibration

EUT calibration

Test

Empty calibration 
D E F G

Loaded calibration 
D E F

EUT Calibration
D E F G

Test

EUT Calibration

Test
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2 goals reach by 2 measurement type:
1. E Field Measurement : Check the Volume of the uniform field area and the first frequency usage 

of the chamber
2. Power received on the received antenna: Measurement of the ratio Field/Power empty chamber

A 3rd measurement is performed the Forward Power (and optional Reverse, to have PNet)

Not needed for Military standard MIL STD

4.1 Empty calibration

Commercial, Automotive

Aéronautic
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4.1 Empty calibration, Measurement types :
Value to measure:
• E field:

– Ex
– Ey
– Ez

• Received power in the chamber from the received antenna
• Forward power and Reverse power (optional)

These values should be measure :
• For each frequency
• For each angular step (stirrer step)
• For each position of the field probe/antenna (location on the perimeter of 

the chamber working volume)
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4.1 Empty calibration, working schema :

Amp

Rev

Fwd

In Out

E-Field Meter

Chamber Wall
Tuner/Stirrer

Volume of uniform field

Isotropic field probe

Reception Antenna

Emission antenna

Gen

Probe location for calibration
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4.1 Needed mathematic tools

3 mathematic tools are needed:

• Function maximum

• Function average

• Function Standard Deviation:

– The standard deviation will describe the variation around the 
average

– For example : 
• Average (9 ; 11) = average (0 ; 20) = 10

• (9,11) is low

• (0,20) is high
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4.1 E Field measurement

For each position of the field probe

0° 10° 20° ….                         Angular step

Frequency

F1

F2

F3

F4

…

FN
For each position 
of the probe
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4.1 Standard deviation

Standard deviation from each probe axis

Standard deviation for all probe axis

Standard deviation in dB

the standard deviation of the individual field components (e.g. σx,y,z) 
should not exceed the standard deviation limit.

The standard deviation symbolize the possible deviation of the E Field, 
Maximum on one complete rotation, with the different positions of the 
probe, for the different position.
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4.1 Measurement of Power received in the chamber

For each position of the antenna

0° 10° 20° …. Angular step

Frequency

F1

F2

F3

F4

…

FN

Average of received Power

This average value will be used to 
calculate:

• Quality factor

• Time constant for the chamber

• The power to generate for the test 
(depending on standard)
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Average of the received power

Warning the same calculation is named differently according to standard 
and revision:

• 61000-4-21   : AVF (Antenna Validation Factor)

• DO 160 F       : ACFempty (Antenna Calibration Factor)

• DO 160 G      : CCF (Chamber Calibration Factor)

• MIL STD 461 : different method (next slide)

Warning in the DO 160 G, the CCF is the average power for the empty calibration (as 
written above), But in version F the CCF is the average power for the calibration on EUT

4.1 Measurement of Power received in the chamber
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4.1 Reverberant Resources in BAT-EMC

BAT-EMC allows you to defined the information from the standard:

• Chambre volume 

• The antenna efficiency factors for the transmit and receive antenna 
(used for Quality factor and time constant)

• The homogeneity limit
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4.1 Empty Calibration– Configuration in BAT-EMC

Number of measured 
position (8 or 9)

Calculation method based on 
the average or maximum of the 
power received.

And normalization on P 
Incident or Net

Number of steps for the 
stirer

Coefficient of 1.06 or 1 
for the DO 160 or IEC 
standard

Generator in constant 
power or Regulation on 
a target
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4.1 Empty Calibration – Before the measurement
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4.1 Empty Calibration
At runtime we display the curves:

• field

• power

• standard deviation

• Normalized average power

• Quality coefficient

• Response time
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4.1 Empty Calibration : export of the results
In the results export file, you can find:

• All your measurement :E field, 
Powers, and PFwd PRev

• For all frequencies and all angular 
steps and all positions

• A statistical calculation table is 
also available with all the 
calculated values
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The loaded calibration makes it possible to know 
whether the isotropy and homogeneity properties are 
still respected when the chamber is artificially loaded 
around 12dB.
Loaded calibration is required in IEC 61000 and DO 160F 
and earlier standards. Calibration under load is not 
necessary for the DO160 G and MIL-STD.

4.2 Loaded Calibration
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4.2 Loaded Calibration measurement method

The loaded calibration is performed in the same way as the empty 
calibration:

• Field measurement identical to the empty calibration to verify uniformity 
(same measurement and same calculation)

• Power measurement identical to empty calibration
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4.2 Loaded Calibration

• An additional result: the ratio of powers received for empty chamber vs 
loaded chamber

IEC DO 160 F

• This load factor represents the maximum load of the chamber while 
maintaining the uniformity of the volume.

• The load of the EUT must be less than this maximum load.
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4.2 Loaded Calibration - BAT-EMC configuration
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4.3 Calibration of the Equipment Under Test

Calibration with equipment measures the power ratio  or field ratio with 
the EUT in the chamber.

These measurements will allow to calculate the power required for the 
test.
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4.3 EUT Calibration according to IEC or DO160 F

For IEC and DO 160 F:
• No field measurement
• Measurement of the received power (same calculation method as 

empty and loaded calibrations)
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4.3 EUT Calibration according to DO160 G

For DO 160 G:
• Continuous or step-by-step rotation method
• Calculation of the EMax from the maximum power received over a 

complete rotation

• PFwd measurement: Max forward power over a complete rotation
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4.3 EUT Calibration according to MIL STD

For MIL-STD 461:
• Step by step rotation
• 2 calculation methods:

• In Field

• In power
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4.3 EUT Calibration - BAT-EMC configuration

Configuration in BAT-EMC for IEC, DO 160 F, DO160G and MIL STD “power 
method” calibration
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4.3 EUT Calibration - BAT-EMC configuration

Configuration in BAT-EMC for MIL STD “field method” calibration
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5. EUT test
Configuration in BAT-EMC

Stirrer : Step by 
step or 
Continuous

2 types of sweep: 
frequency or 
angular
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5. EUT test
The power (Fwd or Net) for a required field is calculated according to the 
formulas of the different standards:

DO 160 F

IEC

DO 160 G

MIL STD PFwd = EField / calibration factor
A Power field to allow you to 
apply your formula
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5.1 Automatic execution
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5.2 Manual Mode

In manual mode, the operator 
can modify parameters such as:
• frequency,
• modulation,
• the angle,
• generator level

It is possible to use control tools 
to monitor the EUT.
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5.3 Report and export of results

As for all tests in BAT-EMC,

Ability to export results to 
Excel and generate a highly 
configurable test report
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Thank you for your time

https://www.nexiogroup.com

https://yournexio.com

sales@nexiogroup.com

https://www.nexiogroup.com/
https://yournexio.com/
mailto:sales@nexiogroup.com

